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MEDIEVAL GARDEROBE IN SNARGATE STREET, DOVER
THE DOVER FRAGMENT oF S l u r  LBikw

:By PAMELA TU1)0R-CRAIG, Ph.D.

The history of stiff leaf in Kent during the first half of the thirteenth
century could be written for the most part in terms of a gradual assimi-
lation of continental elements introduced at Canterbury into a flat late
twelfth century convention. T h e  choir of Rochester Cathedral is the
chief of few exceptions to this rule. Hence the importance of  the
discovery in Dover of a fragment that belongs to a national rather than
regional context.

Two stylistic features of this small portion of stiff leaf (Plate I, 4)
are informative: the shape of the trefoil in which it terminates, and the
presence of two further pairs of lobes springing from the stalk or mid-
rib. T h e  dexter lobe of the small trefoil has faint indications of a.
protrusion in its central area, and a double-arc curve to its outer rim.
Small leaves with embossed lobes and broken riins are characteristic of
the period immediately preceding the commencement in 1245 of the
rebuilding of Westminster Abbey. T h e y  occur at York, Lincoln, and
Southwell, and most prominently in the Extension added by Bishop
Hugh de Northwold to the east end of Ely Cathedral between 1234 and
1252. T h e  earlier High Vaulting Shafts of Northwold.'s Extension also
use the motif of long straight mid-ribs with lobes proceeding laterally
from them, but the popularity of that element was waning. I n  the
second phase of the building they were abandoned in favour of the
richer effect of layers of superimposed crotchets. T h e  treatment o f
corbel cones by covering them with long vertical stalks bearing hori-
zontal lobes had been current in a group of south coast churches' as
early as 1215-20. S o  the Dover fragment combines the small em-
bossed leaf of c. 1235-45 with the subsidiary lobes of c. 1215-40, giving
it an approximate stylistic date of 1235-40. .

However, a  third field for foliage sculpture was being explored
during the same decade, 1235-45. F r o m  tentative beginnings in the
niche heads of Wells West Front, the idea of allowing stiff leaves to.
grow directly out of the mouldings developed, a symptom of the blur-
ring o f  distinctions between architecture and sculpture which led
ultimately to the Decorated Style. A t  Ely, tufts of stiff leaf adorn
cusp-points in the arcade spandrels, but examples of the application of
the principal to arch springers, in the manner probably used at Dover,
can be seen in the Gloucester "Reliquary," and in a fragment now
embedded in the wall of the slype of St. Albans Abbey. There the
treatment of the leaves suggests a date of c. 1260, but the general shape

Boxgrove Priory (corbels in the angles of the central tower), New Shoreham
choir, and the Holy Sepulchre Chapel, Winchester Cathedral.
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of the motif, and the strong mid-rib continuing the architectural line,
bespeak a common purpose with the Dover fragment.

This strong mid-rib in the Dover piece passes through three stages.
At the trefoil end of the stone it is carefully worked to a slightly angular
section. T h e  relief is then abruptly broken off, and only the outline
continues across the body of the stone, at the further end of which the
angle alters through a few degrees, and the surface of the still flat rib is
smoother. Corresponding differences in degrees of finish exist between
the trefoil and the first pair of lobes, and between them and the second
pair. I t  is possible that the stone has been damaged, but more likely
that its carving was never completed. A s  the morsel of stone stands
now, i t  would be incapable of containing the motif outlined upon i t
without alteration of the angle of the trefoil. A  similar incompati-
bility between stone and design occurs on another unfinished fragment
of stiff leaf, part of a small Purbeck marble capital found at Code.

I f  the sculpture is unfinished the unsightly prominence of the drill
holes on the Dover stiff leaf are excused; the scratched-in rib on one of
the side lobes and the faintness of the protrusion on the trefoil are
thereby explained, and the presence of the fragment in a pit since about
1300 understandable.

I Dr i l l  holes appear in Winchester Cathedral capitals, early thirteenth century,
and Lincoln nave, c. 1240.
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